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End Application:

2895-01-590-7317 engine, rb-m port

Accessory Components And Quantity:

Hose-air filter to s-tube (air shutdown) p/n 23538606 1;  hose-air filter to s-tube (no air shutdown) p/n 23538607 1;  alfdex breather unit p/n

23538618 1;  tube-rocker cover to breather p/n 23538620 1;  stud bolt p/n 23538621 1;  bracket-alfdex mounting p/n 23538622 1;  bracket-oil

fill tube p/n 23538624 1;  drain casting-turbo and alfdex p/n 23538842 1;  hose-oil cooler to alfdex high pressure inlet p/n 23538845 1;  air

filter p/n 23538846 1;  fitting-high pressure oil inlet p/n 23538847 1;  hose-turbo oil drain p/n 23538848 1;  clamp-air filter p/n 23538850 1; 

hose-alfdex to air filter p/n 23538851 1;  fitting-turbo oil drain hose p/n 5244760124 1;  fitting-oil cooler p/n 5319971672 1;  fitting-old style oil

cooler (into block) p/n 5361880166 1;  installation instructions p/n 18sp668

Special Features:

Clip-drive oil line to block p/n 02362448 1;  clamp-hose,  air and oil return lines p/n 05104958 4;  clamp-hose, drain line to alfdex p/n

05186840 4;  plug p/n 08925592 1;  gasket-drain casting to block p/n 08929302 1;  5306-01-186-5367 bolt, machine - oil fill tube bracket to

block 1;  5305-01-319-9881 screw, cap, hexagon head - alfdex to mounting bracket 3;  bolt-drive oil hose to block p/n 11504986 1;  nut-drain

line clip to stud bolt p/n 11506101 1;  5310-01-330-7592 nut, plain, extended washer, hexagon - alfdex to mounting bracket 3;  bolt-drain

casting to block p/n 11509512 2;  bolt-drain casting to block p/n 11509514 2;  hose-oil drain from aflfdex to casting p/n 23502122 1; 

clip-drain line to stud bolt p/n 23506443 1;  4730-01-464-2348 plug, pipe - turbo oil drain port in block 1;  bolt-mounting bracket to block p/n

23511786 3;  hose-rocker cover to drain line p/n 23518615 1;  hose-drain line to alfdex p/n 23523931 1;  breather p/n 23530511 1;  clip-drive

oil line to block p/n 23531026 1

Shelf Life:

N/a

Unit Of Measure:

--

Demilitarization:

No
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